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A B S T R A C T   

The plurality of active distribution networks (DNs) has made it ready to connect the transmission network (TN) 
for the dynamic power interaction. Coordinated expansion of transmission and distribution networks is the key to 
the economic and reliable operation of the integrated system in the future uncertain environment. This paper 
proposes a distributed decision-making framework to determine the robust TN expansion solution and stochastic 
DN expansion solutions. Uncertainty sets are deployed to model the uncertainties in TN while the scenario-based 
technique is implemented to tackle the uncertainties in DNs. To guarantee the consistency of transmission- 
distribution interaction, the deviation penalties of the interactive power are introduced into the objective 
function of each level. The iteration solution algorithm is used to transform the robust min–max-min problem for 
transmission expansion into a two-stage mixed-integer linear programming problem, and coordinate trans-
mission and distribution expansion problems in a parallel manner. Case studies validate the effectiveness and 
high performance of the proposed distributed expansion method and the solution procedure.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, growth of load demand and RES, especially wind 
turbine generation (WTG) and photovoltaic generation (PVG) with 
stochastic and time-varying characteristic [1,2], has severely affected 
the adequacy of a power system in the coming years to satisfy reliability 
requirement [3]. However, since the TN encompasses numbers of dis-
tribution networks (DNs) at the substation buses, the interactive power 
between transmission and distribution networks can be regulated using 
the source-load flexibility; thus, the congestion level of transmission and 
distribution networks can be optimized in the presence of transmission- 
distribution coordination [4]. To exploit the full benefits of this inter-
action, a flexible expansion approach is necessary for designing a co-
ordinated transmission-distribution planning solution. 

Uncertainties in power systems can be normally classified into the 
following two aspects: 1) Haphazard uncertainties, which are difficult to 
fit into any probability density function exactly due to data insuffi-
ciency. They have low frequency and discrete nature [5]; 2) Non- 
haphazard uncertainties, which are easy to fit into any distribution 
accurately because of data sufficiency. They have high frequency and 

continuous characteristic [6,7]. The robust optimization method is an 
effective technique to handle the haphazard uncertainties while the 
stochastic optimization method is normally used to tackle the non- 
haphazard uncertainties. The key idea of the robust optimization 
method is to model uncertainty sets to represent the haphazard un-
certainties and obtain the optimal solution in the worst scenario [8]. 
Since the worst scenario normally occurs in haphazard uncertainty, the 
optimization results of this method may be over conservatism. The 
stochastic optimization method only requires a set of typical scenarios to 
formulate the non-haphazard uncertainties [9]. The main disadvantage 
of this method is that it is less accurate once data is inappropriate or 
unavailable. To improve the adaptability and ameliorate the conserva-
tism of the optimal solution, a hybrid robust/stochastic optimization 
method is needed to concurrently handle the transmission-distribution 
expansion scheme. In this work, since the contingency uncertainty in 
TN expansion is considered, which is suitable to be modelled using the 
uncertainty set, robust optimization for TN and stochastic optimization 
for DNs are formulated. 

Numbers of literatures have studied the isolated expansion methods 
for TN or DNs using robust or stochastic optimization method. From the 
TN’s perspective, a contingency-constrained robust expansion method 
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for TN is proposed in [10] where the joint generation and transmission 
N-K contingency uncertainty is represented by a combinatorial uncer-
tainty set and the dc power flow model is used to formulate a mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP) problem. Inspired by [10], a rapid 
N-2 contingency-aware transmission expansion method in [11] is 
further presented, and the column-and-constraint generation (C&CG) 
algorithm is deployed to obtain both the worst contingency and the 
potential contingencies. Work of [12] develops a multi-stage robust 
transmission and renewable generation expansion model that involves 
the source-load uncertainties using the polyhedral uncertainty set. As for 
DNs, in [13], a stochastic expansion method is proposed to determine 
the planning solution and scenario-based generation schedule under the 
uncertainties of distributed RES output and load variation. The inte-
gration of uncertainty and reliability is formulated in the stochastic 
expansion of distribution network components and distributed genera-
tors [14]. 

However, currently, it is ineligible to directly solve the coordinated 

transmission-distribution expansion problem in a centralized manner. 
The main reasons can be summarized as follows: 1) In the centralized 
transmission-distribution expansion model, a large number of con-
straints with decision/state variables make it difficult to obtain the 
optimal solution in limited computation time [15]; 2) For TN and DNs, 
diverse deviations in line parameters, network topologies and source- 
load characteristics result in the difference of optimization models 
[16]; and 3) The TN and DNs are operated by transmission system 
operator (TSO) and distribution system operators (DSOs), respectively, 
and thus co-operation of transmission and distribution networks in a 
centralized framework violates data privacy rules [17]. Recently, the 
distributed optimization method for transmission and distribution net-
works has been investigated to some extent. In [18], a distributed 
decision-making framework is presented to determine the hourly gen-
eration schedule for a TN encompassing numbers of DNs. To evaluate 
the impact of DNs on TN risk assessment, a hierarchical optimization 
method is proposed in [19]. Besides, work of [20] formulates a 

Nomenclature 

Sets and vectors 
Ω0 / ΩB / ΩC / ΩL set of existing/interacted/candidate/all lines 
ΩG (Ωi

G) set of thermal generators (TGs) (at bus i) 
ΩI set of buses 
T set of time intervals 
ΠRE

i / ΠL
i uncertainty set for renewable energy sources (RES)/load 

power at bus i 
Πctg

t uncertainty set for line status at time t 
pi / li vector of source/load uncertainty at bus i 
wt / rt vector of status of existing/candidate line at time t 

Parameters 
Cij annual investment cost of candidate line ij 
CG

g generation cost of TG g 
CLC

i load curtailment cost for bus i 
CES

i energy storage device (ESD) degradation cost for bus i 
Cij,t power exchange cost for interacted line ij at time t 
CDP

ij unit power deviation penalty cost of interacted line ij 

Cinv,max
T maximum investment budget for transmission network 

(TN) 
Cinv,max

D maximum investment budget for distribution network 
(DN) 

PG,min
g / PG,max

g minimum/maximum active power output of TG g 
QG,min

g / QG,max
g minimum/maximum reactive power output of TG g 

Pmin
ij / Pmax

ij minimum/maximum power of line ij 
P+,max

ij / P− ,max
ij maximum positive/negative active power of 
interacted line ij 

Q+,max
ij / Q− ,max

ij maximum positive/negative reactive power of 
interacted line ij 

P+/− ,T/D,∗
ij,t optimal power of interacted line ij at time t 

PREF
i,t / PRE,min

i,t / PRE,max
i,t predicted nominal value/lower deviation 

value/upper deviation value of RES maximum power 
output for bus i at time t 

PES+,max
i / PES− ,max

i maximum charge/discharge power of ESD at bus i 
PLF

i,t / PL,min
i,t / PL,max

i,t predicted nominal value/lower deviation value/ 
upper deviation value of active load demand for bus i at 
time t 

QLF
j,t predicted nominal value of reactive load demand for bus j 

at time t 

Bij / Rij / Xij susceptance/resistance/reactance of line ij 
Emin

i / Emax
i minimum/maximum state of charge of ESD at bus i 

Ei,0 / Ei,Nt state of charge for bus i at the initial/end time of typical 
day 

Imin
ij / Imax

ij minimum/maximum current magnitude of line ij 
K number of contingencies 
Nt number of time intervals 
N+ number of new load buses 
NON,max / NON,min / NOFF,min maximum on/minimum on/minimum off 

time interval of TG 
Vmin

i / Vmax
i minimum/maximum voltage magnitude of bus i 

RDg / RUg ramp down/up rate limit of TG g 
RDij / RUij power fluctuation limits of interacted line ij 
ηES+

i / ηES−
i charge/discharge efficiency of ESD at bus i 

ΓRE
i / ΓL

i time budget of ΠRE
i / ΠL

i 
Δt duration time between two adjacent hours 

Variables 
uij indicator of construction action for candidate line ij 
uES

i,t indicator of charge/discharge status of ESD for bus i at time 
t 

ug,t indicator of on/off status of TG g at time t 
vg,t / hg,t indicator of startup/shutdown action for TG g at time t 
u+

ij,t / u−
ij,t indicator of positive/negative status of interacted line ij at 

time t 
PG

g,t / QG
g,t active/reactive power output of TG g at time t 

PRE
i,t / PREC

i,t random power output/power curtailment of RES for bus i 
at time t 

PL
i,t / PLC

i,t active load demand/load shedding power for bus i at time t 
PES+

i,t / PES−
i,t charge/discharge power of ESD for bus i at time t 

Pij,t / Qij,t active/reactive power of line ij at time t 
P+

ij,t / P−
ij,t positive/negative active power of interacted line ij at time t 

Q+
ij,t / Q−

ij,t positive/negative reactive power of interacted line ij at 
time t 

FPij,t fictitious power of line ij at time t 
Ei,t state of charge of ESD for bus i at time t 
Lij,t square of current magnitude of line ij at time t 
Ui,t square of voltage magnitude of bus i at time t 
θij,t phase angle of line ij at time t 
ΓRE,min

i,t / ΓRE,max
i,t introduced variables for ΠRE

i 

ΓL,min
i,t / ΓL,max

i,t introduced variables for ΠL
i  
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generalized Benders decomposition for transmission and distribution 
reactive power optimization to improve the utilization of renewable 
energy. Furthermore, a decentralized stochastic expansion method for 
integrated transmission and distribution networks is presented to 
investigate the influence of TSO-DSO interaction on the planning solu-
tion [21]. To coordinate the expansion decisions of several DSOs, a 
generalised Nash equilibrium problem, which is converted from a bi- 
level game-based model, is formulated in [22]. 

The Lagrangian relaxation approach is a common distributed opti-
mization algorithm to unlock the full benefits of TSO-DSO interaction 
[23,24]. One major advantage of this algorithm is that the expansion 
solutions for transmission and distribution networks can be obtained in 
parallel by iteratively running transmission and distribution expansion 
programs that are communicated in various planning centers, and only 
the interactive powers are shared between the planning centers at the 
boundary buses. Moreover, the convergence and optimality of this al-
gorithm can be guaranteed under certain sufficient conditions [25]. 
Thus, this algorithm is implemented in this paper to coordinate the 
power exchange between transmission and distribution networks. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is limited study on 
adaptive expansion of integrated transmission and distribution net-
works. Motivated by [15,21,26] proposes a tri-level decentralized 
decision-making framework to determine the expansion scheme for 
transmission and distribution networks. The authors in [26] use pri-
mal–dual formulation to derive a bi-level multi-follower MILP problem, 
which is then transferred as several single level independent optimiza-
tion problems using multi-parametric programming method. A simul-
taneous transmission and distribution expansion approach is presented 
in [27] in a centralized manner where the particle swarm optimization 
algorithm is implemented to solve the problem. The published litera-
tures only consider the source-load uncertainties in TN&DNs and 
formulate distributed stochastic expansion problem for transmission and 
distribution networks, neglecting other uncertainties such as network 
contingency. The obtained expansion schemes do not have enough ca-
pacity adequacy to guarantee system security when network contin-
gency occurs. In addition, since the existing distributed expansion 
methods do not consider load curtailment and ESD operation which can 
significantly affect the interacted line power, they cannot fully exploit 
the benefits of TSO-DSO interaction. However, we should investigate the 
interactive effects of different operators in TN&DNs while the un-
certainties in the two levels are modelled simultaneously. Thus, to tackle 
the drawbacks of the existing techniques, this paper presents a distrib-
uted adaptive expansion approach for large-scale transmission and dis-
tribution networks based on hybrid robust and stochastic optimization 
methods. The main contributions of this paper are threefold: 

1) A fully distributed adaptive expansion method is proposed consid-
ering the impact of the coordination between transmission and dis-
tribution networks. Different from the existing coordinated 
transmission-distribution expansion in a stochastic manner, our 
method uses robust optimization for TN and stochastic optimization 
for DNs.  

2) In addition to the source-load uncertainties in the distribution level, 
contingency uncertainty in the transmission level is further consid-
ered to improve the robustness of integrated transmission- 
distribution expansion. The transmission-distribution expansion 
schemes obtained in this paper can guarantee transmission network 
N-K security, which should be considered but ignored in the past.  

3) Unlike previous researches, load curtailment and ESD operation are 
first incorporated into the distributed expansion model. Meanwhile, 
the interacted lines are disparate to the transmission or distribution 
lines and a linearization model is proposed for interacted line oper-
ation restrictions related to power variation, direction as well as 
capacity. 

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the hierarchical architecture for TSO and DSO interaction. In 
Section 3, the distributed expansion model is presented, and in Section 
4, the iteration solution method is discussed. Case studies are carried out 
in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. Hierarchical architecture for TSO and DSO interaction 

A typical integrated transmission and distribution network is shown 
in Fig. 1. As can be seen from the figure, the architecture for TSO-DSO 
interaction can be divided into two levels: 1) at the transmission level 
to coordinate the power of TGs, WTGs, PVGs and loads as well as the 
power exchange among DNs, and 2) at the distribution level to deter-
mine the local variables, i.e., the power of TGs, WTGs, PVGs, ESDs and 
loads, and the shared variables, i.e., the interacted power with the 
transmission level over interacted lines. 

The TN implements robust optimization method to model un-
certainties using uncertainty sets, and the DNs deploy stochastic opti-
mization method to model uncertainties using a set of representative 
scenarios. Each DN determines the optimal power of the corresponding 
interacted line in the distribution level which feeds back as the power 
demand of the DN in the transmission level. It coordinates the TGs, 
WTGs, PVGs and loads to balance this power demand. 

Given the necessary line maintenance or unavoidable contingencies, 
contingency uncertainty in the TN is also incorporated into the robust 
optimization model. Note that the generator contingency is not 
considered because this research study focuses on network adequacy. 

Fig. 1. Typical structure of transmission and distribution networks.  
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Nevertheless, the proposed robust transmission expansion model is 
capable of considering this as well. Furthermore, the optimal power of 
interacted lines in the transmission level may deviate from the power 
demands of DNs in terms of the constraints and uncertainty of interacted 
lines, and thus the penalty function is supplemented to minimize the 
power deviations. DNs achieve stochastic optimization after receiving 
the optimal power of interacted lines in the transmission level. Similarly, 
the optimal power demands of DNs may deviate from the interacted 
power in the transmission level, thus adding penalty function to the 
distribution level. The two levels are optimized in a distributed and 
parallel manner until a consistent interacted power is obtained. 

3. Distributed adaptive expansion model for TN and DNs 

3.1. Expansion model for the TN 

Provided with the hourly power exchange schedules for all the DNs, 
this model aims to minimize the total cost of transmission investment 
and worst scenario based operation. The decisions for the TN are not 
only affected by the source-load uncertainties, but also related to the 
network N-K contingencies. Consequently, a two-stage robust expansion 
model is formulated for the TN.   

where xTN is the binary variable set of the first stage decisions for TN 
expansion, which comprises uij , ug,t , vg,t , hg,t , u+

ij,t and u−
ij,t . yTN is the 

continuous variable set of the second stage decisions for TN expansion 
including PG

g,t , PRE
i,t , PREC

i,t , PL
i,t , PLC

i,t , P+
ij,t and P−

ij,t . zTN is the source- 
contingency-load uncertainty set, which involves pi , li , wt and rt . In 
(1), the first term counts for the expansion cost while the second term 

refers to the operation cost in the worst scenario. To be specific, the 
latter involves TG generation cost, load curtailment cost and power 
exchange cost with interacted DNs. 

Subject to:  

1) transmissions investment constraint 
∑

ij∈ΩC

Cijuij⩽Cinv,maxT (2)    

2) transmission source-contingency-load uncertainty sets 

Πctg
t =

{

wt, rt

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

∑

ij∈Ω0

(
1 − wij,t

)
+

∑

ij∈ΩC

(
1 − rij,t

)
⩽K

uij + rij,t⩾1,wij,t, rij,t ∈ {0, 1}

⎫
⎬

⎭
(3)  

PREi,t = PREFi,t − PRE,mini,t ΓRE,mini,t +PRE,maxi,t ΓRE,maxi,t (4)  

ΠRE
i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

0⩽ΓRE,mini,t + ΓRE,maxi,t ⩽1
∑

t∈T

(
ΓRE,mini,t + ΓRE,maxi,t

)
⩽ΓREi

ΓRE,mini,t ,ΓRE,maxi,t ∈ {0, 1}

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(5)  

PLi,t = PLFi,t − P
L,min
i,t ΓL,mini,t +PL,maxi,t ΓL,maxi,t (6)  

ΠL
i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

li

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

0⩽ΓL,mini,t + ΓL,maxi,t ⩽1
∑

t∈T

(
ΓL,mini,t + ΓL,maxi,t

)
⩽ΓLi

ΓL,mini,t ,ΓL,maxi,t ∈ {0, 1}

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(7) 

In (3), wij,t = 1 indicates that the existing line ij is in normal opera-
tion at time t , and wij,t = 0 represents the disconnection of existing line ij 
at time t . rij,t is similarly defined for candidate lines. Note that the 
candidate lines cannot fail since they have not been constructed, and 
thus a logistic constraint is inserted into the uncertainty set for line 

contingency. PRE
i,t in (4) varies within the interval 

[
PREF

i,t − PRE,min
i,t ,PREF

i,t +

PRE,max
i,t

]
. ΓRE

i in (5) can be adjusted to manifest the conservativeness of 

the robust expansion model. No uncertainty is considered for the RES 
output if ΓRE

i = 0 and uncertainty is considered throughout the sched-
uling time intervals if ΓRE

i = Nt . PL
i,t in (6) and ΓL

i in (7) are similarly 
defined for the load variation uncertainty.  

3) transmission power balance constraint     

4) transmission power flow equations 

Pij,t = Bijθij,twij,t,∀ij ∈ Ω0,∀t ∈ T (9)  

Pij,t=uijBijθij,trij,t,∀ij∈ΩC,∀t∈T (10)  

Pminij ⩽Pij,t⩽Pmaxij ,∀ij ∈ ΩL, ∀t ∈ T (11) 

The failure of candidate lines is integrated in (10), which indicates 
that the potential contingency is considered in the robust expansion 
model.  

5) transmission unit commitment constraints 

PG,ming ug,t⩽PGg,t⩽P
G,max
g ug,t,∀g ∈ ΩG,∀t ∈ T (12)  

− RDg⩽PGg,t − P
G
g,t− 1⩽RUg, ∀g ∈ ΩG,∀t ∈ T (13) 

min
xTN

∑

ij∈ΩC

Cijuij+ max
zTN∈Θ(ΠREi ,ΠLi ,Π

ctg
t )

min
yTN∈Ξ(xTN ,zTN )

∑

t∈T

{
∑

g∈ΩG

CGg P
G
g,t +

∑

i∈ΩI

CLCi P
LC
i,t +

∑

ij∈ΩB

Cij,t
(
P−
ij,t − P

+
ij,t

)
}

(1)   

∑

g∈ΩiG

PGg,t −
∑

ij∈ΩL

Pij,t − P+
ij,t +P

−
ij,t +P

RE
i,t − P

REC
i,t = PLi,t − P

LC
i,t ,∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (8)   
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vg,t − hg,t = ug,t − ug,t− 1, ∀g ∈ ΩG,∀t ∈ T (14)  

vg,t + hg,t⩽1, ∀g ∈ ΩG,∀t ∈ T (15)  

∑b+NON,max

t=b
ug,t⩽NON,max,∀g ∈ ΩG, ∀b ∈

[
1,Nt − NON,max

]
(16)  

∑b+NON,min − 1

t=b
vg,t⩽1,

∑b+NON,min − 1

t=b

(
vg,t + hg,t

)
⩽1, ∀g ∈ ΩG,∀b

∈
[
1,Nt + 1 − NON,min

]
(17)  

∑b+NOFF,min − 1

t=b
hg,t⩽1,

∑b+NOFF,min − 1

t=b

(
vg,t + hg,t

)
⩽1, ∀g ∈ ΩG,∀b

∈
[
1,Nt + 1 − NOFF,min

]
(18) 

Equations (12) and (13) limit the active power output and ramping 
up/down rate of TG, (14) and (15) impose the logistic relationship be-
tween the startup/shutdown action and the on/off status of TG, (16)– 
(18) restrict the maximum on, minimum on and minimum off time of 
TG. Thus, the startup/shutdown action, on/off status and active power 
output of TG are simultaneously determined in the robust expansion 
model.  

6) transmission renewable energy constraint 

0⩽PRECi,t ⩽PREi,t ,∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (19)    

7) transmission load curtailment constraint 

0⩽PLCi,t ⩽PLi,t, ∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (20)    

8) transmission boundary constraints 

0⩽P+
ij,t⩽u

+
ij,tP

+,max
ij , ∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (21)  

0⩽P−
ij,t⩽u

−
ij,tP

− ,max
ij , ∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (22)  

u+ij,t + u
−
ij,t = 1,∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (23)  

− RDij⩽P+
ij,t − P

−
ij,t − P

+
ij,t− 1 +P

−
ij,t− 1⩽RUij, ∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (24) 

Equations (21) and (22) account for limits on the active powers of 
interacted lines with restriction of power flow directions, (23) indicates 
that the power directions of interacted lines are either positive or 
negative, (24) mitigates the power variations of interacted lines [28,29]. 

3.2. Expansion model for DNs 

In the presence of the hourly power exchange schedule for the TN, 
this model aims to minimize the total cost of distribution investment and 
realistic operation. The Co-optimization of ESD operation is incorpo-
rated in the formulated problem. Consequently, a two-stage stochastic 
expansion model is proposed for one of the DNs interacted with the TN.   

where xDN is the binary variable set of the first stage decisions for DN 
expansion, which comprises uij , ug,t , u+

ij,t , u−
ij,t and uES

i,t . yDN is the 
continuous variable set of the second stage decisions for DN expansion 
including PG

g,t , PREC
i,t , PLC

i,t , P+
ij,t , P−

ij,t , P
ES+
ij,t , PES−

ij,t , QG
g,t , Q+

ij,t and Q−
ij,t . Besides 

the terms in (1), (25) also involves the ESD degradation cost in the target 
year, which can be estimated using the cycle-life performance with 
piecewise linearization method. Note that since the degradation curve 
imposes the round trip cycles, the charging/discharging pattern for ESD 
takes the identical effect on the degradation process [30]. 

Subject to:  

1) distribution investment constraint 
∑

ij∈ΩC

Cijuij⩽Cinv,maxD (26)    

2) distribution power balance constraints   

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦

2Pij,t
2Qij,t

Lij,t − Ui,t

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦

2

⩽Lij,t +Ui,t,∀ij ∈ ΩL, ∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (29) 

Equation (29) is the second-order cone relaxation constraint to avoid 
the non-convexity of the DN expansion model [21].  

3) distribution power flow equations 

Ui,t − Uj,t = 2
(
RijPij,t+XijQij,t

)
−
(
R2
ij+X

2
ij

)
Lij,t,∀ij∈Ω0,∀t∈T (30) 

min
xDN ,yDN

∑

ij∈ΩC

Cijuij+
∑

t∈T

{
∑

g∈ΩG

CGg P
G
g,t +

∑

i∈ΩI

CLCi P
LC
i,t +

∑

i∈ΩI

CESi
(
PES+i,t + PES−i,t

)
+ Cij,t

(
P+
ij,t − P

−
ij,t

)
}

(25)   

∑

g∈ΩjG

PGg,t +
∑

ij∈ΩL

(
Pij,t − Lij,tRij

)
+P+

ij,t − P
−
ij,t − P

ES+
j,t +PES−j,t +PREFj,t − PRECj,t = PLFj,t − P

LC
j,t ,∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀j ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (27)  

∑

g∈ΩjG

QGg,t +
∑

ij∈ΩL

(
Qij,t − Lij,tXij

)
+Q+

ij,t − Q
−
ij,t = QLFj,t ,∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀j ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (28)   
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(
Iminij

)2
⩽Lij,t⩽

(
Imaxij

)2
,∀ij∈ΩL,∀t∈T (32)  

(
Vmini

)2⩽Ui,t⩽
(
Vmaxi

)2
, ∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (33) 

where M is a sufficiently large constant. In (31), the big-M method 
[31] is deployed to linearize the original products of binary and 
continuous variables.  

4) TG constraints 

PG,ming ug,t⩽PGg,t⩽P
G,max
g ug,t,∀g∈ΩG,∀t∈T (34)  

QG,ming ug,t⩽QGg,t⩽Q
G,max
g ug,t,∀g∈ΩG,∀t∈T (35)  

0⩽PRECi,t ⩽PREFi,t ,∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (36)    

5) ESD constraints 

0⩽PES+i,t ⩽PES+,max
i uESi,t ,∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (37)  

0⩽PES−i,t ⩽PES− ,max
i

(
1 − uESi,t

)
, ∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (38)  

Ei,t = Ei,t− 1 +PES+i,t ηES+i Δt − PES−i,t /ηES−i Δt,∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀t ∈ T (39)  

Emini ⩽Ei,t⩽Emaxi ,∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (40)  

Ei,0 = Ei,Nt ,∀i ∈ ΩI (41)    

6) distribution load curtailment constraint 

0⩽PLCi,t ⩽PLFi,t ,∀i ∈ ΩI ,∀t ∈ T (42)    

7) radiality constraints 
∑

ij∈ΩC

uij = N+ (43)  

∑

ij∈ΩL

FPij,t = − 1 (44)  

− uijM⩽FPij,t⩽uijM,∀ij ∈ ΩC, ∀t ∈ T (45) 

The loop elimination method in [32] is deployed as (44)-(45) to 
guarantee the reasonable topology of DN since TGs are installed in the 
original network.  

8) distribution boundary constraints 

0⩽P+
ij,t⩽u

+
ij,tP

+,max
ij ,∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (46)  

0⩽P−
ij,t⩽u

−
ij,tP

− ,max
ij ,∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (47) 

Fig. 2. Solution procedure for the robust TN expansion model using C&CG.  

− M
(
1 − uij

)
⩽Ui,t − Uj,t − 2

(
RijPij,t + XijQij,t

)
+
(
R2
ij + X

2
ij

)
Lij,t⩽M

(
1 − uij

)
,∀ij ∈ ΩC, ∀t ∈ T (31)   
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0⩽Q+
ij,t⩽u

+
ij,tQ

+,max
ij , ∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (48)  

0⩽Q−
ij,t⩽u

−
ij,tQ

− ,max
ij , ∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (49)  

u+ij,t + u
−
ij,t = 1,∀ij ∈ ΩB, ∀t ∈ T (50)  

− RDij⩽P+
ij,t − P

−
ij,t − P

+
ij,t− 1 +P

−
ij,t− 1⩽RUij, ∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (51)  

3.3. Distributed adaptive expansion model 

The TN is physically connected with numbers of DNs through 
interacted lines, and thus the shared variables of TSO-DSO interaction 
are the boundary variables of transmission and distribution networks. In 
this paper, the active powers injected at the boundary buses are selected 
as the shared variables between TN and DNs. Specifically, TN submits its 
active power generations at the boundary buses. In return, DNs respond 
active loads. It should be noted that the power generations might be 
negative which indicates the powers are delivered to the TN by DNs, and 
the loads of TN may also be negative. The variable deviations of inter-
acted lines between two interconnected networks may occur due to 
source-contingency-load uncertainties. 

To guarantee the consistency of the shared variables between 
transmission and distribution networks, dynamic boundary constraint 
[33] could be respectively supplemented into the transmission expan-
sion model in Section 3.1 and the distribution expansion model in Sec-
tion 3.2. However, the distributed optimization model is hard to 
converge to the optimum since the rigid constraint cannot be satisfied 
during the iteration process. Thus, linear penalty functions are imple-
mented to relax dynamic boundary constraints. A large and positive 
penalty cost is added to the objective function to speed up the process of 
the consistency of the boundary variables. Furthermore, the power ex-
change constraints are appended to each network to ensure the inter-
acted line adequacy and unify the interacted power in transmission and 
distribution networks. 

TDP =
∑

ij∈ΩB

∑

t∈T
CDPij

(
P+,D,∗
ij,t − P+,T

ij,t + P− ,D,∗
ij,t − P− ,T

ij,t
)

(52)  

DDPij = CDPij
∑

t∈T

(
P+,D
ij,t − P+,T,∗

ij,t + P− ,D
ij,t − P− ,T ,∗

ij,t
)

(53)  

P+,T,∗
ij,t ⩽P+,D

ij,t ,P
− ,T ,∗
ij,t ⩽P− ,D

ij,t ,∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (54)  

0⩽P+,T
ij,t ⩽P+,D,∗

ij,t , 0⩽P− ,T
ij,t ⩽P− ,D,∗

ij,t ,∀ij ∈ ΩB,∀t ∈ T (55) 

where TDP is the sum of power deviation penalty cost of all the inter-
acted lines. DDP

ij is the power deviation penalty cost of interacted line ij . 
YT/D is the variable Y from the transmission/distribution perspective. 
Equations (52) and (53) represent the power deviation penalty costs for 
robust TN expansion and stochastic DN expansion, respectively. Equations 
(54) and (55) indicate that the interacted power of the TN should not 
exceed that of the DN since the power deviations of TSO-DSO interaction 
can be reduced in the presence of RES accommodation, TG dispatch and 
load shedding. Moreover, the constraints enforce the consistency of the 
positive/negative status of the interacted power in the two sides. 

In fact, selecting an exact penalty coefficient that guarantees the 
convergence of the iteration has not been theoretically proved in a 
distributed optimization. In this paper, the value of CDP

ij is closely related 
to the cost coefficients of other terms, and it is difficult to determine the 
lower limit of CDP

ij due to the various cost coefficients and planning 
uncertainties. However, it is not difficult to select appropriate value of 
CDP

ij . This paper conducts an analysis on CDP
ij and finds that a large value 

can be set to make the model converge when the system cannot deter-
mine an available penalty coefficient. If the value of CDP

ij is greater than 

all other cost coefficients, the system operators will regulate all lower- 
cost devices to reduce the larger penalty cost, thus the consistent 
power exchange can be achieved, which indicates the convergence of 
the proposed distributed model. 

To sum up, the distributed adaptive expansion model for TN and DNs 
is formulated as 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

TN

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

min
xTN

cTTNxTN + max
zTN∈Θ(ΠREi ,ΠLi ,Π

ctg
t )

min
yTN∈Ξ(xTN ,zTN )

dTTNyTN

s.t.(2) − (24), (54)

P+,T,∗
ij,t

P− ,T ,∗
ij,t

↓ ↑
P+,D,∗
ij,t

P− ,D,∗
ij,t

DN

⎧
⎨

⎩

min
xDN ,yDN

cTDNxDN + dTDNyDN

s.t.(26) − (51), (55)

(56) 

Note that, for the time coupling characteristic of the TG on/off statuses 
and the power variation limits of the interacted lines, the status variables 
of TGs and interacted lines cannot be determined freely. In the distributed 
adaptive expansion model, these status variables are regarded as the first- 
stage decision variables and the power variables are the second-stage 
decision variables, which guarantees the feasible solution for the set of 
distribution representative scenarios or any scenario in the transmission 
uncertainty sets if the first-stage decision variables are optimized. In the 
TN expansion model, P+/− ,T

ij,t needs to be determined, but the value of 

P+/− ,D,∗
ij,t is received from the DSO. In the DN expansion model, P+/− ,D

ij,t is 

treated as the decision variable while P+/− ,T,*
ij,t is treated as a constant term 

obtained from the TSO. 

4. Iteration solution methods 

4.1. C&CG algorithm for the TN 

The two-stage robust expansion model for the TN is formulated as a 
complex min–max-min problem, which is solved using the C&CG algo-
rithm [11,34] in this paper. For convenient description, the typical form 
for the model in (1)–(24) is shown as 

min
x

cTx+ max
z∈Θ(ΠRE&L ,Πctg)

min
y∈Ξ(x,z)

dTy (57)  

s.t. Ax⩽e,Dx = f , x ∈ {0, 1} (58)  

Ξ(x, z) = {p1 = [w]B1θ, p2 = [r][x]B2θ ,
pmin1 ⩽p1⩽pmax1 , pmin2 ⩽p2⩽pmax2 ,

Fy − p1 − p2 = g,Gy⩽k,
Hy⩽m − Jx,Sy = s}

(59)  

ΠRE&L =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

s

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

0⩽Γmint + Γmaxt ⩽1
∑

t∈T

(
Γmint + Γmaxt

)
⩽ΓRE

Γmint ,Γmaxt ∈ {0, 1}

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(60)  

Πctg =

{

w, r

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

∑

ij∈Ω0

(
1 − wij

)
+

∑

ij∈ΩC

(
1 − rij

)
⩽K

uij + rij⩾1,wij, rij ∈ {0, 1}

⎫
⎬

⎭
(61) 

where (58) forms the feasible region for x . Specifically, the first term 
represents the inequality constraints for x , which includes (2) and (15)– 
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(18), and the second term contains (14) and (23). Equation (59) in-
dicates the feasible region for y given (x, z) . Specifically, the first four 
terms represent the equality and inequality constraints for p1 and p2 , 
which include (9)–(11). The fifth term represents the equality con-
straints for y , p1 and p2 , which consists of (8). The sixth term represents 

the inequality constraints for y , which groups (13), (19), (20) and (24). 
The seventh term represents the inequality constraints for x and y , and it 
is composed of (12), (21) and (22). The last term represents the equality 
constraints for y and s , and it consists of (4) and (6). Equations (60) and 
(61) state the source-contingency-load uncertainty sets in the TN. 

The above min–max-min model is transformed into a master problem 
and a subproblem by C&CG.  

1) Subproblem: The subproblem is a max–min one, and it is reformulated 
as a max problem by defining dual variables.   

where α , β , ε , λ , μ , ψ , δ , χ , τ and σ denote the dual variables for y in 
(59). Note that the terms sTσ , [w]Tβ and [r]Tε are a sum of products of 
binary variables and continuous variables, which make the subproblem 

Fig. 3. Solution procedure for the distributed adaptive expansion model.  

max
α,β,ε,λ,μ,ψ,δ,

χ ,τ,σ,s,w,r

gTα +
(
pmin1

)Tλ −
(
pmax1

)Tμ +
(
pmin2

)Tψ −
(
pmax2

)Tδ − kTχ − (m − Jx)Tτ + sTσ

s.t. FTα − GTχ − HTτ + STσ⩽d
− α + β + λ − μ = 0
− α + ε + ψ − δ = 0

− BT
1 [w]

Tβ − BT
2 [x]

T
[r]Tε = 0

λ, μ,ψ, δ, χ , τ⩾0, s ∈ ΠRE&L,w, r ∈ Πctg

(62)   
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nonlinear. Thus, the big-M method is implemented to linearize this 
problem by defining the following variables. 

ρmaxt = Γmaxt σt, ρmint = Γmint σt (63)  

γ = [w]Tβ, π = [r]Tε (64) 

Then, the optimization problem in (62) is converted to a MILP 
problem in the following:  

where 1′ ′ is a 1 by 2Nt vector with all ones.  

2) Master problem: Given the l-th iterative optimal solution 
(
sl,wl, rl, yl

)

of the subproblem, the master problem is formulated as: 

min
x

cTx + ξ

s.t. Ax⩽e,Dx = f , x ∈ {0, 1}, ξ⩾dTyl
p1,l = [wl]B1θl, p2,l = [rl][x]B2θl
pmin1 ⩽p1,l⩽pmax1 , pmin2 ⩽p2,l⩽pmax2

Fyl − p1,l − p2,l = g,Gyl⩽k
Hyl⩽m − Jx,Syl = s

(66) 

Fig. 4. Test transmission-distribution network.  

max
α,β,ε,λ,μ,ψ,δ,χ ,

τ,σ,s,w,r,ρ,γ,π

gTα +
(
pmin1

)Tλ −
(
pmax1

)Tμ +
(
pmin2

)Tψ −
(
pmax2

)Tδ − kTχ − (m − Jx)Tτ + 1′ ′Tρ

s.t. FTα − GTχ − HTτ + STσ⩽d
− α + β + λ − μ = 0
− α + ε + ψ − δ = 0
− BT

1 γ − BT
2 [x]

Tπ = 0
λ, μ,ψ, δ, χ , τ⩾0, s ∈ ΠRE&L,w, r ∈ Πctg

− MΓmaxt ⩽ρmaxt ⩽MΓmaxt , − MΓmint ⩽ρmint ⩽MΓmint
σt − M

(
1 − Γmaxt

)
⩽ρmaxt ⩽σt +M

(
1 − Γmaxt

)

σt − M
(
1 − Γmint

)
⩽ρmint ⩽σt +M

(
1 − Γmint

)

− Mw⩽γ⩽Mw, β − M(1 − w)⩽γ⩽β +M(1 − w)
− Mr⩽π⩽Mr, ε − M(1 − r)⩽π⩽ε +M(1 − r)

(65)   
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where l is the number of iterations. The optimum x of the master 
problem is returned to the subproblem as a known variable until the 
convergence condition is satisfied.  

3) Solution procedure: The C&CG iteration solution procedure for the 
two-stage problem is shown in Fig. 2. 

Initialization: Set the lower bound LB , the upper bound UB , the 
iteration number q and convergence tolerance φ1 . 

Step 1: Let q = q+1 , and solve the master problem (66) to obtain the 
expansion scheme xq and update LB = cTxq +ξq . 

Step 2: Solve the subproblem (65) to obtain the worst scenario sq,wq,

rq and the optimal operation solution yq , and update UB = cTxq +dTyq . 
Step 3: If |UB − LB|⩽φ1 , stop and obtain the optimal results xq, sq,wq,

rq, yq ; otherwise, go back to Step 1 and continue the following step. 

4.2. Solution process for the distributed adaptive expansion model 

In this paper, the distributed adaptive expansion model includes the 
robust TN expansion model and the stochastic DN expansion model. The 
iteration solution procedure for the proposed model is shown in Fig. 3. In 
fact, the iteration solution procedure mainly includes two optimization 

Fig. 5. Predicted WTG output, PVG output and load demand in each area.  

Table 1 
Simulation parameters.  

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

CLC
i ($/kWh)   1.4 Emin/max

i (kWh)  150/475 ηES+/−

i  
0.9/0.9 

CES
i ($/kWh)   0.05 Ei,0 (kWh)  250 ΓRE

i / ΓL
i  480/480 

CDP
ij ($/kWh)   1.6 PES+/− ,max

i (kW)  50/50 Δt (h)  1  
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algorithms: (i) the bi-level hierarchical algorithm and (ii) the C&CG 
algorithm. The first algorithm is deployed to guarantee the consistency 
of TSO-DSO interaction and the second one is implemented to solve the 
robust TN expansion problem. The uncertainties in the TN are modelled 
using uncertainty sets, and the uncertainties in the DNs are modelled 
using a set of representative scenarios. 

Initialization: Set P+,T,∗
ij,t = P+,D,∗

ij,t ,P− ,T,∗
ij,t = P− ,D,∗

ij,t , and set the iteration 
number a = 1 , the DN number n = 1 and convergence tolerance φ2 . 

Step 1: Solve the robust TN expansion model. 
Step 2: Substitute the optimal results P+,D,∗

ij,t ,P− ,D,∗
ij,t and solve the sto-

chastic expansion model for n-th DN. 

Step 3: If 
⃒
⃒
⃒DDP

ij

⃒
⃒
⃒⩽φ2 , stop and obtain the optimal results; otherwise, 

a = a+1 and n = 1 , go back to Step 1 and continue the following step. 

5. Case studies 

The integrated transmission-distribution network shown in Fig. 4 is 
investigated to illustrate the performance of the proposed distributed 
adaptive expansion model. The TN has 24 buses, 10 TGs and 38 existing 
lines [35]. Three wind farms with the total capacity of 300 MW are 
installed at buses 3, 10 and 19. A maximum of three lines per corridor is 

allowed in the TN. The TN connects with three DNs through buses 3, 7 
and 13. The three DNs consist of 33 buses, 32 existing lines and 32 de-
mand sides [36]. The allocation capacities of distributed energy re-
sources in each DN are different, e.g., the DN 2 has 2 TGs, 2 WTGs, 5 
PVGs and 3 ESDs. The test system has five areas, and the predicted 
nominal WTG output, PVG output as well as load demand of each area in 
the planning horizon are reduced to 20 representative days. These sce-
narios are shown in Fig. 5 to tackle the source-load uncertainties in the 
stochastic DN expansion. It is worthy to mention that since there is no 
WTG or PVG in A5, the wind and solar data are not needed for our 
simulation, and thus they are not provided in Fig. 5. The predicted 
upper/lower deviations in WTG output, PVG output and load demand 
are ± 10 % and ± 5 % of their nominal values, respectively. The basic 
parameters are listed in Table 1. For the sake of reproducibility, the full 
input data can be downloaded from [37]. All simulations are scripted in 
MATLAB with YALMIP toolbox and Gurobi v8.1.0 is implemented to 
solve the expansion problem. 

5.1. Comparison analysis of different methods 

In order to verify the high performance of the proposed distributed 
method from the transmission’s and distribution’s perspective, we 
compare the expansion solutions of different (i.e., isolated and distrib-
uted) methods under transmission contingency number K = 0, 1 and 2. 
Note that in the isolated expansion method, the DN is modelled as the 
constant load injection in the robust transmission expansion. Also, the 
TN is simplified as the constant voltage source in the stochastic distri-
bution expansion. In other words, in this expansion method, the power 
exchange between transmission and distribution networks is not taken 
into account. 

The detail expansion results of the TN and DNs are given in Table 2. It 
is important to emphasize that if contingency uncertainty parameter K is 
set to 0, the transmission contingency is not considered in the expansion 
decision-making framework. However, as the value of this parameter 
gradually increases, the contingency uncertainty in the TN is obviously 
observed. As can be seen from Table 2, in the isolated expansion method, 
the value of the contingency uncertainty budget has a great impact on 
the TN expansion solutions while there are no changes in the DN 
expansion solutions. These results are expected since there is no inter-
connection and interaction between TN and DNs in the isolated expan-
sion method. Moreover, with the increase of K, the congestion level of 
the TN also increases, and thus more transmission lines are constructed 
in the planning horizon. Different from the results of the isolated 
expansion method, the contingency uncertainty budget has an impact on 
the DN expansion solutions in terms of the distributed expansion 
method. Furthermore, there are numbers of differences between the 
isolated and distributed expansion methods. For instance, for each K, 
compared with the isolated expansion method, less transmission lines 

Table 2 
Expansion solutions of different methods under uncertainty budgets.  

Method K Network Solution 

Isolated 0 TN 6–10, 7–8, 14–16 
DN 1 18–34, 21–35, 25–36, 32–37 

2 28–34, 22–35, 11–36, 19–37 
3 3–34, 6–35, 30–36 

1 TN 1–5, 6–10, 7–8, 14–16 
DN 1 18–34, 21–35, 25–36, 32–37 

2 28–34, 22–35, 11–36, 19–37 
3 3–34, 6–35, 30–36 

2 TN 1–5, 4–9, 6–10, 7–8, 14–16 
DN 1 18–34, 21–35, 25–36, 32–37 

2 28–34, 22–35, 11–36, 19–37 
3 3–34, 6–35, 30–36  

Distributed 0 TN 6–10, 14–16 
DN 1 18–34, 22–35, 25–36, 32–37 

2 29–34, 22–35, 11–36, 19–37 
3 3–34, 6–35, 30–36 

1 TN 1–5, 6–10, 14–16 
DN 1 18–34, 21–35, 25–36, 33–37 

2 28–34, 22–35, 13–36, 19–37 
3 5–34, 6–35, 30–36 

2 TN 1–5, 4–9, 6–10, 14–16 
DN 1 17–34, 22–35, 25–36, 33–37 

2 29–34, 21–35, 13–36, 19–37 
3 5–34, 7–35, 30–36  

Table 3 
Expansion costs of different methods under uncertainty budgets.  

Network Cost (M$) K 

0 1 2 

Isolated Distributed Isolated Distributed Isolated Distributed 

TN Investment 2.4 1.7 3.2 2.6 4.3 3.7 
Operation 288.3 285.5 293.7 290.7 300.0 294.3 
Total 290.7 287.2 296.9 293.3 304.3 298.0  

DN 1 Investment 0.46 0.74 0.46 0.77 0.46 0.84 
Operation 19.79 18.31 19.79 18.61 19.79 19.28 
Total 20.25 19.05 20.25 19.38 20.25 20.12 

2 Investment 0.33 0.52 0.33 0.53 0.33 0.55 
Operation 11.70 9.51 11.70 9.79 11.70 10.57 
Total 12.03 10.03 12.03 10.32 12.03 11.12 

3 Investment 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.72 0.82 
Operation 34.92 33.61 34.92 33.77 34.92 34.54 
Total 35.64 34.33 35.64 34.53 35.64 35.36  
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are constructed in the distributed method. This is because the congestion 
level of transmission line 7–8 is mitigated by the interaction between TN 
and DN 2. Besides, from the distribution’s perspective, the new load 
allocation solutions for both methods are different. As Table 2 illus-
trates, the distributed expansion method can contribute to postponing 
line upgrades under contingency uncertainty budgets. 

The expansion costs of isolated and distributed methods under 
different contingency uncertainties are listed in Table 3. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from it: 

1) From the transmission’s perspective, with the increase of K, the in-
vestment cost, operation cost and total cost simultaneously increase. 
This is because the increase of contingency uncertainty budgets re-
sults in more conservative transmission expansion solutions, which 
can guarantee network security in the worst contingency scenario. 
Therefore, the expansion costs are increased, which is indeed the 
price of the robustness of a more conservative transmission expan-
sion solution.  

2) From the distribution’s perspective, by increasing parameter K, no 
change in the investment cost, operation cost and total cost is 

detected in the isolated expansion method. This result is expected 
since the DN has not engaged in the interaction with the TN. How-
ever, for the distributed expansion method, the contingency uncer-
tainty budgets play an important role in distribution expansion. 
Following the addition of uncertainty budgets, both investment cost 
and operation cost are increased. There are several possible expla-
nations for this result. The reasonable explanation for this could be 
that, with the increase of uncertainty budgets, the length of distri-
bution lines constructed is increased and the congestion level in TN is 
enhanced. Thus, in this condition, the power generation cost in DN is 
larger than the cost of power purchased from TN.  

3) Similar to transmission expansion results, the operation cost for DN 
expansion is reduced in the distributed expansion method. This 
result is also anticipated. For instance, Fig. 6 illustrates the active 
power exchange between TN and DN 2, in the isolated and distrib-
uted expansion methods, for uncertainty budgets 0, 1 and 2, 
respectively. It can be seen from it that, in the isolated expansion 
method, the active power exchange between TN and DN 2 is constant 
while, in the distributed expansion method, the active power ex-
change is reduced. Under this circumstance, the distributed expan-
sion method can unlock the benefits in reducing the operation cost 
due to the interaction between TN and DNs.  

4) For DN expansion results, the investment cost in the distributed 
expansion method increases compared with that in the isolated 
expansion method. However, for TN expansion results, the invest-
ment cost in the distributed expansion method decreases. This is 
because the DN can play a key role in the transmission expansion 
solutions in the distributed expansion method. Although the invest-
ment cost of DN in the distributed expansion method increases 
compared with that in the isolated expansion method, the operation 
cost and total cost in the distributed expansion method decrease. 

5.2. Sensitivity analysis of simulation parameters 

This part simulates sensitivities of the transmission-distribution 
expansion decisions in the above part to the parameters in Table 1. 

Fig. 6. Power exchange between TN and DN 2 for K = 0, 1 and 2.  

Table 4 
Simulation results of different unit penalty costs.  

CDP
ij 

($/kWh)  
a Time 

(sec.) 
Total cost (M$) Sum cost 

(M$) 
TN DN 

1 2 3 

0 ∞   —  39.50  16.12  10.09  29.80  95.51 
0.5 ∞   —  48.58  18.82  10.79  33.97  112.16 
1 ∞   —  139.66  21.68  11.57  38.60  211.51 
1.2 6  48.23  249.80  20.61  11.29  36.42  318.12 
1.4 6  46.47  249.80  20.61  11.29  36.42  318.12 
1.6 4  26.94  298.00  20.12  11.12  35.36  364.60 
1.8 5  36.37  298.00  20.12  11.12  35.36  364.60 
2 4  27.16  298.00  20.12  11.12  35.36  364.60  
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Here, the tested parameters include CDP
ij and ΓRE

i .  

1) Effect of CDP
ij 

In the distributed expansion method, the power deviation penalty 
functions are deployed to guarantee the consistency of TSO-DSO inter-
action to adjust their expansion solutions iteratively. Thus, the penalty 
cost significantly effects the convergence and optimum of the proposed 
method. In this section, take K = 2 as an example, we implement a 
sensitivity analysis of CDP

ij to investigate its effective range. 
Table 4 shows the iteration number, computation time and optimal 

results of the proposed method under different CDP
ij values. When CDP

ij is 
not larger than 1, the distributed expansion method cannot adjust the 
deviations in the dynamic interactive power and the total cost increases 
with the increase of CDP

ij . This indicates that the method is non- 
convergent for these unit penalty costs. When CDP

ij reaches 1.2, the 
value is larger than the difference between the unit load curtailment cost 
and Cij,t , and TGs start to generate more power to reduce the power 
deviations and the DNs are responsible for the remaining power 

deviations. With the increase of CDP
ij , the total cost of each DN has 

declined and remained constant due to the regulation constraints of TGs. 
However, when CDP

ij further increases to 1.6, which is larger than the unit 
load curtailment cost, TGs are re-dispatched to reduce the deviations in 
the interactive power. The active power exchange between TN and three 
DNs is shown in Fig. 7. Since the TGs in TN have the constraints of 
minimum power output and minimum on time, part of the power 
originally generated by the TGs in DNs is supplied by the TGs in TN. This 
results in the growth of total cost for TN and decrease of total cost for 
DNs. 

The above analysis reveals that the proposed method has a strong 
ability to converge and reduce power deviations with a large CDP

ij , and 
the computation time is least when CDP

ij is 1.6. However, the sum cost of 
transmission and distribution networks also increases with the increase 
of CDP

ij , which causes lower system operation efficiency. Numbers of 
devices with individual cost coefficients have been allocated to adjust 
the penalty cost in the distributed decision-making framework. When 
the penalty cost changes, the corresponding expansion solutions change, 
which achieve different optima. Although there is no theoretical method 
to determine the best penalty cost, if the penalty cost is larger than all 
other cost coefficients, the proposed method will certainly obtain an 
optimum, and it will not change with the increase of penalty cost.  

2) Effect of ΓRE
i 

Fig. 7. Power exchange results with CDP
ij ⩾1.6.  

Table 5 
Simulation results of different levels of the RES uncertainty budget.  

Network Cost (M$) ΓRE
i  

0 240 480 

TN Investment 1.2 3.1 3.7 
Operation 196.1 254.4 294.3 
Total 197.3 257.5 298.0  

DN 1 Investment 0.60 0.69 0.84 
Operation 19.48 19.41 19.28 
Total 20.08 20.10 20.12 

2 Investment 0.39 0.45 0.55 
Operation 10.68 10.64 10.57 
Total 11.07 11.09 11.12 

3 Investment 0.45 0.58 0.82 
Operation 34.90 34.78 34.54 
Total 35.35 35.36 35.36  

Table 6 
Performance comparison of different methods.  

K Result Distributed Centralized 

0 Sum cost (M$)  350.65  350.21 
Time (sec.)  9.64  81.83  

1 Sum cost (M$)  357.51  356.97 
Time (sec.)  15.52  210.45  

2 Sum cost (M$)  364.60  363.91 
Time (sec.)  26.94  646.36  
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When ΓRE
i is set as 0, the RES uncertainty in the TN is not considered. 

However, with the increase of this parameter, the RES uncertainty in 
transmission expansion is taken into account. In this section, take K = 2 
as an example, we implement a sensitivity analysis of ΓRE

i to investigate 
how the RES uncertainty budget affects the simulation results. 

Table 5 shows the investment, operation and total costs for the 
proposed transmission and distribution expansion method under 
different ΓRE

i values. The results reveal the following observations: a) By 
increasing ΓRE

i from 0 to 480, the investment, operation and total costs 
simultaneously increase. This is because the increase of RES uncertainty 
budget results in more conservative expansion solutions for the TN, 
which can withstand worse realizations of uncertain RES. Thus, 
expansion costs are increased, which is indeed the price of the robust-
ness of a more conservative TN expansion solution. b) For DNs, 
following the addition of RES uncertainty budget, an increase in the 
investment cost is found, while reduce in the operation cost is detected. 
Since the distributed RES accommodation is increased with the increase 
of uncertainty budget, the energy generated by the TGs in DNs is 
reduced, and the operation cost for DNs also decreases. 

5.3. Performance of the proposed approach 

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed 
expansion method, the centralized expansion method is implemented in 
this section, which considers the interconnected transmission and dis-
tribution networks as a whole. Table 6 compares the results obtained 
from both methods under different uncertainty budgets. As shown, there 
are no significant differences between the distributed and centralized 
methods with respect to sum cost. However, the computation time dif-
ferences between both methods are significant. This indicates that the 
proposed distributed expansion method can achieve the optimal solu-
tion within an acceptable computation time. Furthermore, with the in-
crease of uncertainty budgets, the computation time for the centralized 
method increases considerably while that for the distributed method is 
acceptable. Accordingly, this result reveals that the distributed method 
has a strong ability to handle the high-order contingency uncertainty. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a distributed expansion method for integrated 
transmission and distribution networks in consideration of network 
contingency uncertainties in TN using uncertainty sets and source-load 
uncertainties in DNs using a set of representative scenarios. The coor-
dinated expansion problem is decomposed into a robust transmission 
expansion subproblem and numbers of stochastic distribution expansion 
subproblems. Different from the conventional isolated expansion 
method, the proposed method also considers the ability of the DSO to 
engage in the interaction with the TSO. 

Case studies have highlighted the following findings: 1) The proposed 
method achieves more economic and reliable expansion solutions than the 
existing methods, that is, it can contribute to postponing the upgrade, 
reducing the total costs for both levels, and has the strong ability to adapt 
to the future contingency uncertainties. 2) The penalty cost chosen can 
guarantee the convergence and optimality of the proposed method when it 
is larger than all other cost coefficients. 3) The expansion solutions for 
transmission and distribution networks highly depend on the RES uncer-
tainty budget, and the increase of uncertainty budget leads to more con-
servative expansion solutions, but with the higher investment and 
operation costs. 4) Compared with the centralized method, the proposed 
distributed method has similar performance in accuracy but superior 
performance in efficiency. 

The single-period planning is considered in this paper, while the 
extension of the current study to incorporate multiple time periods can be 
a good direction for future work. Generation expansion planning can be 
also added to the model, although it makes the problem more 

complicated. Furthermore, to exactly model the TN expansion, it is 
advisable to use AC power flow which inherently models the power losses 
as well as reactive power rather than the commonly-used DC approaches. 
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